ABSTRACT
Working memory (WM) is the key process linking perception to action. Several lines of research have, accordingly, highlighted WM's engagement in sensori-motor associations between retrospective stimuli and future behavior. Using human fMRI we investigated whether prior information about the effector used to report in a WM task would have an impact on the way the same sensory stimulus is maintained in memory -even if a behavioral response could not be readily planned. Specifically, we focused on WM-related activity in posterior parietal cortex during the maintenance of spatial items for a subsequent match-to-sample comparison, which was reported either with a verbal or with a manual response. We expected WM activity to be higher for manual response trials, because of posterior parietal cortex's engagement in both spatial WM and hand movement preparation. Increased fMRI activity for manual response trials in bilateral anterior intraparietal sulcus confirmed our expectations. These results imply that the maintenance of sensory material in WM is optimized for motor context of the upcoming behavioral responses.
INTRODUCTION
Working memory (WM) is the key cognitive process that allows bridging between previously encountered sensory information and future action. Yet, the detailed WM processing architecture and its underlying neuronal substrates still remain somewhat elusive [1, 2] . The traditional view on working memory architecture, which builds on Baddeley's and Hitch's multicomponent model, thereby assumes that the sensory information is maintained within domain-specific modules, namely the visuomotor sketchpad, the phonological loop, or the episodic buffer [3] . Brain imaging studies partially support this assumption, showing that WM-processing of a specific content engages the sites of its respective cortical representation, such as fusiform face area for faces, visual cortex for other visual forms, and temporal cortex for auditory content, [4, 5, 6, 7] . These content-specific WM "storages" possess independent processing capacities, further supporting the notion of separate storage modules for stimulus maintenance [8, 9] .
While the classical concept of separate memory storage modules relates to the retrospective aspect of WM, i.e. it focuses on the content of the information that has been received, one should keep in mind that the information is maintained within WM in order to be used for future action. These latter, prospective aspects of WM and their link to motor behavior have been at the center of various investigations [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . For example, rather than merely storing retrospective stimulus material, it has been shown that subjects do form and maintain prospective plans for actions in WM whenever possible [11, 14, 15] . task rule additionally allows a subject to readily plan and maintain an action. Accordingly, it might be the prospective action plan that is (additionally) maintained in WM in such situation. Experimental support has been provided in support of this conceptual distinction between retrospective and prospective information maintenance: Studies of Curtis and colleagues [11, 17] and Lindner and coworkers [14] report differences in brain activity whenever spatial objects not only had to be remembered but were, at the same time, targets for an upcoming goal directed actions such as saccades [11] or reaches [14] . Yet, in spite of these reported differences, both working memory and action planning tasks recruit an almost identical set of posterior parietal and frontal areas, reflecting strong functional ties between the two aspects of the perception-to-action processing stream [2, 11, 14, 18] .
This tangled relation between prospective and retrospective WM maintenance might be surprising at first glance. Yet, in natural environments the retrospective memory content typically predicts the motor context in which the memorized information will be used as both are naturally linked. For example, in natural world the probability that visuospatial information informs oculomotor or skeletomotor actions (e.g. saccades or reaches, respectively) is usually much higher than its probability for informing a verbal report. It follows that retrospective WM content could be maintained in a way that is optimized for the type of action that the memorized information affords (e.g. eye and hand movements in case of visuospatial information, etc.) -even in situations in which the ultimate action cannot be readily planned. A somewhat different rationale holds true for experimental settings in that even those WM tasks, which exclusively probe for the maintenance of retrospective sensory information (and which prohibit action planning), do typically require a predefined effector (such as pressing a button with one's hand, etc.). Can the effector, which is afforded by a sensory stimulus or by a task rule, already have an impact on the way retrospective sensory information is maintained in working memory? To answer this question, we devised a WM experiment where subjects' brain activity was measured by means of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Our experimental task was designed in a way that allowed us to eliminate processes related to specific action planning but to assess effector-dependent changes in brain activity representing WM maintenance of the same visuospatial stimuli. We expected that the sustained BOLD signals representing working memory maintenance may be influenced by effector modality through processes interrelating the retrospective stimulus memory and prospective motor actions ( Figure 1C ). These processes include the specification of the effector, which is afforded by the stimulus/task, as the main distinctive feature of the upcoming motor program [19] . Effector specification would, in turn, enable an optimization of memory storage to account for the expected/instructed future use of the memorized sensory material.
More specifically, we expected that the maintenance of visuospatial information in WM should lead to increased levels of fMRI activity in posterior parietal cortex (PPC) whenever the WM information will be probed with a hand response as compared to a verbal response. This is for a number of reasons. First, PPC has been demonstrated to be engaged both in visuospatial working memory tasks as well as in visuospatial planning tasks that engage eye and hand movements [11, 14, 20] . Second, PPC is less engaged in verbal preparation than frontal speech areas [21] and, moreover, it contributes significantly less to verbal as compared to spatial memory tasks [6] . Therefore, if WM maintenance of visuospatial information would be influenced by motor context (i.e. the instructed effector), we'd expect stronger activity in PPC in case of hand than in case of verbal responses.
In other words, if there is any influence of motor context on the maintenance of retrospective sensory information in WM, we should be able to trace it as an effectordependent BOLD-signal modulation in PPC.
RESULTS
Our experiment was comprised of two basic paradigms: a working memory, match-tosample task (M2ST) and a control task (CT). The first one was a classical working memory paradigm with delayed response, where subjects were required to remember a visuospatial pattern of either two or otherwise six circles on the screen (presentation time: 3 sec). Then, after a 14/15 sec delay, a second pattern with the same number of circles came up and subjects had to indicate whether the pattern had changed or not ("same" vs.
"different"). Crucially, in each trial we instructed the subjects immediately before the presentation of the circle stimuli to answer either manually (by using a button box held in their right hand) or verbally (compare: Figure 2 ; see "Materials and methods" for details).
This instruction allowed us to manipulate the effector modality, which was relevant for the later behavioral response, on a trial by trial basis in both the M2ST and the CT. In the control task (CT) we also manipulated the instructed effector, but the subjects' role was simply to judge the visual symmetry of circles presented after the delay ("symmetric" vs.
"asymmetric"). Hence, the CT instructed the same effectors as in the M2ST but, importantly, did not require subjects to maintain spatial information in WM throughout the delay. The control task thus allowed us to account for any delay-related brain activity in the M2ST that would be merely related to anticipatory preparation of an effector as compared to a true reorganization of WM maintenance through the effector instruction. It is important to stress, again, that our experimental task ensured independence between the visuospatial memory content (i.e. the memory cue locations) and the specifically required motor responses (i.e. binary button presses).
Fourteen volunteers took part in the experiment. All of them were right handed, had no history of neurological disease and had normal or corrected to normal vision (see We first analyzed the subjects' task performance using a 2x2x2 ANOVA with the factors "task" (M2ST vs. CT), "response modality" (manual vs. verbal), and "load" (2 vs. 6 circles).
Analyses of hit rates performed across all conditions revealed a significantly higher accuracy in the control task as compared to the memory task (see Figure 3; Next, we quantified brain activity during the delay period of our tasks. To this end we used SPM 8, in which we specified a GLM for each subject. The GLMs comprised of eight Accordingly, we did not consider load as a factor whenever analyzing delay-related brain activity in CT. Figure 4 shows fMRI-activity increases during the delay phase in the M2ST as compared to the CT as revealed by an individual GLM-analysis in a representative subject (A) and by a second-level group-analysis (B). Such signal increases between tasks are expected due to the additional WM processes in M2ST as compared to CT. As expected, the M2ST yielded higher delay-related fMRI-activity in a number of fronto-parietal areas, which are typically recruited in working memory and action planning tasks [14] . These areas were bilateral superior parietal lobule (SPL), bilateral anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS), bilateral dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), bilateral ventral premotor cortex (PMv), bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLFPC) and supplementary motor area (SMA).
All aforementioned areas were treated as regions-of-interest (ROIs) in our subsequent analyses. In these ROI analyses we probed for an influence of the instructed effector on delay-related activity in the M2ST as compared to the CT. Please note that we expected to reveal such influence in ROIs within posterior parietal cortex, as was laid out in detail in the introduction. Yet, to provide a more detailed overview, we also provide explanatory analyses of all other WM-ROIs. Moreover, we additionally included hand (M1h) and mouth (M1m) representations in the left primary motor cortex as control ROIs (see also "Materials and Methods" for further details and see Supplementary Table 1 for MNI coordinates of all ROIs).
From all aforementioned ROIs we extracted the beta weights of all delay-related GLM regressors in each individual. Beta values were expressed in terms of % signal change by dividing them through the overall residual beta estimates (i.e. our implicit baseline measure; compare above). The across-subject averages of these 'normalized' beta weights (collapsed across the two 'loads') are depicted in Figure 5 . Visual inspection of the posterior parietal ROIs in this figure (upper row in Figure 5 ) reveals the expected activity pattern: First, there are higher levels of activity in the M2ST as compared to the CT (as was the defining criterion for ROI selection). To recapitulate, this was expected due to a contribution of PPC to visuospatial WM. Second, and more importantly, the delay-related activity was higher for instructed hand than for verbal responses in the M2ST but not in the CT.
To statistically analyze these data, which seemingly matched our experimental hypothesis at first glance, we performed 2x2 ANOVAs (factors "Task" and "Response Modality"). This allowed us to directly compare delay-related activity in M2ST vs. CT as a function of effector modality and, thereby, to control for any unspecific motor readiness common to both tasks [22, 23] . If our hypothesis were true, we'd expect to reveal an interaction between "Task" and "Response Modality" at least in posterior parietal ROIs.
Indeed, our analyses confirmed such effector-dependent differences in fMRI-activity between M2ST and CT in the posterior parietal area aIPS bilaterally ("Response Finally, we performed additional 2x2 ANOVAs to assess any potential influence of memory load on delay-related brain activity in the M2ST (factors "Response Modality" and "Load").
Please note that this analysis was restricted to the M2ST, because the factor "Load: had no impact on the respective activity estimates of CT: In the latter task, the factor load is 
DISCUSSION
In our study we observed that changes in working-memory-related BOLD activity in anterior IPS were influenced by the effector used for subjects' subsequent response. This effect was not present in the control task, hence it is not merely attributable to "unspecific" effector preparation (or "motor readiness"). The major implication from these results is that the future motor context in which the memorized information is going to be reproduced, has an influence on memory maintenance. This principal finding offers a new perspective on the relationship between prospective and retrospective processes that constitute working memory.
It is important to emphasize, again, that our findings do not reflect a general, unspecific preparation of an effector or action [13, 24, 25] , as was controlled for by our control task.
We also ensured through our task design that there is a clear separation between the memory maintenance throughout the delay period and the preparation of any specific motor action, a problem that has been extensively highlighted in other works [10, 11, 17] :
in our experiment, an action could only be planned and executed after the delay when the test set was shown. This means that the observed activity differences did not simply reflect effector-specific action planning during the delay phase. Instead, we show that sustained spatial working memory signals in the posterior parietal cortex were indeed affected by effector modality. Given that this activity was neither related to the planning of a specific action nor to unspecific action preparation, we postulate that it was the retrospective maintenance of the mnemonic material that is modulated by the future motor context of reproduction. In Figure 6 we suggest a hypothetical organization of such a feedback-based modulation of WM through the motor context as is afforded by the stimulus material or, as in our experiment, a task rule: These "affordances" could allow the WM system to infer the "motor context" in which sensory information is likely to be used and to guarantee optimal storage in "working memory" for guiding future action. It is important to stress that our framework is distinct from the notion that object affordances could provide additional semantic clues to support the maintenance of objects in working memory [26, 27] as, in related studies, object affordances were usually independent of any upcoming behavioral response. Moreover, we'd like to highlight that our framework clearly extends the multicomponent model of working memory, as was laid out in the introduction. Instead, it seems to be rather in agreement with more recent "state-based models of working memory", which -according to D'Esposito and Postle [1] -"assume that the allocation of attention to internal representations-whether semantic LTM (e.g., letters, digits, words), sensory, or motoric-underlies the short-term retention of information in working memory"
(page 3). In the following part we will discuss our results in the context of previous research on the contributions of posterior parietal cortex to the maintenance of retrospective vs. prospective information, we derive practical consequences from our work, we acknowledge potential limitations of our approach, and outline questions for future research.
Our findings extend earlier research investigating the roles of posterior parietal and prefrontal cortex in prospective and retrospective working memory. For example, Curtis et al. disentangled the retro-and prospective processes in a visuospatial WM task engaging saccadic eye movements. They showed that the frontal oculomotor areas maintain prospective WM contents when subsequent eye movements should be directed at the remembered spatial location [11] . In turn, posterior parietal areas rather processed retrospective information when the remembered location was not a target for a subsequent saccade. On the downside, these authors could not exclude that their retrospective memory task -a non-match to sample task -required subjects to prospectively inhibit saccades to all remembered 'non-target' locations (which would be a type of prospective planning by itself). Following this argument, Lindner and colleagues [14] , scrutinized the prospective (preparatory) role of PPC in planning: in a task that required both prospective and retrospective processing, PPC activity appeared to be driven mainly by prospective processes for both planning and inhibiting finger movements to visuospatial targets but, to a lesser extent, by retrospective memory, too. Our experiment extends these earlier findings by demonstrating a stronger involvement of posterior parietal cortex in visuospatial working memory maintenance whenever it involves the generation of a manual (rather than a verbal) response -even though the specific motor response could be neither planned nor inhibited.
Our results also have important practical implications: task-related brain activity in various working memory studies, which putatively did probe for maintenance of retrospective sensory information, might -at least in PPC -have been critically affected by the effector used for responding. This does not only call for a critical reconsideration of this earlier work. It does also call for a careful task design in future studies -one that takes the various potential contributions of behavioral components to working memory serious.
A limitation of our own study is that, so far, we have shown effector-dependent differences in WM maintenance only for spatial items and only in PPC, a region crucially involved in processing spatial WM content [11, 14, 20, 29] . On the basis of our current data we cannot determine whether a corresponding pattern of parietal activity, like the one reported here in parietal cortex for spatial content and manual responses, could be observed also for different memory modalities, e.g. the verbal content and verbal responses. It seems conceivable to think that patterns of activity would then generally shift towards areas representing the response effector that is congruent to the memorized material. For example, left lateral frontal cortex is specifically engaged both in the processing of verbal memory material [6] as well in the planning of verbal responses [21] . It is therefore likely that in this part of the brain one might likewise reveal an activity increase during the maintenance of verbal memory material. To scrutinize the detailed links between working memory and response preparation in other content and effector modalities than the ones presented here, more research is necessary.
In addition it would be interesting to see whether there is a true behavioral benefit from maintaining sensory information in a way that considers the relevant effector. The finding that eye-and hand-movements do more strongly affect the WM maintenance of spatial rather than verbal material may at least suggest that (spatial) WM maintenance does depend on congruent sensorimotor associations which is consistent with our rationale [28] .
Unfortunately, our paradigm used here was not designed to probe for detailed behavioral effects. To this end we would have to use the verbal and manual response modality not only in combination with visuospatial memory material, but also in combination with verbal material. Only then we would be able to control for unspecific performance differences (e.g. reaction times, capacity estimates, or hit rates) between both the two effectors and the two memory modalities.
Lastly, although we expected a higher activity for manual responses in parietal regions, visual inspection of our data suggests that the presence of such expected pattern could be more widespread, and span also across frontal ROIs. This would not necessarily be surprising, as these ROIs have been previously attributed to hand action planning or to the maintenance of visuospatial memory too [6, 14] . Additionally intriguing is the apparent presence of effector-related modulation of activity in the hand area of primary motor cortex. Although that region has not exhibited any sustained delay-related response in the WM task, we can suspect that the effector-related processing in WM, as present in our task, did require some sort of information exchange with primary motor areas. At this very point we can only speculate about the actual nature of this exchange.
Conclusions
In summary, our results suggest that the BOLD activity underlying working memory tasks 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects.
Fourteen subjects (two males; twelve females; mean age: 25) participated in this study. All of the participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and were right-handed according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [30] . None of them suffered from chronic, neurological or psychiatric diseases or took any medication. All subjects gave written informed consent prior to participation. Our experimental procedures were approved by the ethics committee at the University Clinic and the Medical Faculty of the University of Tübingen. Subjects received 10 Euro per hour for their participation. The group size was guided by power analyses performed on a similar, previously published fMRI dataset, comparing working memory and motor planning activity in posterior parietal cortex [14] . For a power of 0.80 and an alpha-level of 0.05 this analysis suggested a sample size of 11 subjects (two-tailed tests). To increase sensitivity, we initially decided to scan two further subjects. In the meantime, we have added yet another subject to our analysis in order to account for reviewer and editor requests.
Task.
We applied functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while our participants worked on either a delayed match-to-sample task in which subjects had to memorize dot patterns or a control task in which they had to judge if a given dot pattern is axially symmetrical (Fig. 2) . Each trial started with a baseline period (14,000 or 15,000ms), in which subjects subjects had to remember. Our spatial memory task design deliberately refrained from a sequential presentation of these visuospatial items. This was to avoid item ordering, which could affect WM processes of encoding and recall and, importantly, respective activity modulations in parietal regions that we could not easily control for [31] . The encoding screen was subsequently masked by a scrambled dot-pattern for 500ms to prevent afterimages of the cue and encoding screen. Then the delay epoch began (14,000 or 15,000ms). Afterwards, we either presented the very same dot pattern of the encoding period or a different one (3000ms). Subjects had to wait until they saw a green go-cue and had to indicate within 3000ms if this dot pattern did or did not match the one of the encoding period by either saying 'same' or 'different', respectively in the verbal conditions, or by pressing the right or left button of a button box, respectively, in the manual conditions. The control condition differed from the memory condition after the cue period insofar, as a circular arrangement consisting of 18 merely unfilled (but no filled) circles was presented so that subjects would not have to maintain any memory content during the subsequent delay period (14,000ms or 15,000ms). Then, we presented a circle composed of 18 small circles after the delay period. Again, either two or six of these circles were filled. Subjects waited until the green "go" cue and indicated whether or not this dot pattern was axially symmetrical to the vertical midline of the big circle by either saying "same" or "different", respectively, in the verbal conditions or by pressing the right or left button of a button box, respectively, in the manual conditions. Lastly, a blank screen was displayed for the remaining 500ms of the trial. Our subjects worked on five consecutive blocks in which each of the 4 main conditions, i.e. 2 modalities (verbal vs. manual) x 2 tasks (memory vs.
control), was presented twice and in a pseudo-randomized order, resulting in a total of 20 trials per condition for our main comparison M2ST vs. CT. Half of these trials (N=10) comprised of 2 items, the other half (N=10) comprised of 6 items.
Stimulus presentation. 
Data acquisition.
Eye tracking. Our subjects were supposed to maintain central fixation during the whole trial (besides the response phases) to ensure that fMRI activity would not be influenced by eye movements. We recorded eye-movements with a MRI-compatible infrared eye-camera were completely covered by the EPI-volume but we did not record from the most posterior parts of the cerebellum in several of our subjects due to brain size.
Behavioral performance analysis.
We statistically analyzed our behavioral data using SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics, version fMRI data analysis.
Pre-processing. The pre-processing of our functional images was done in SPM8
(Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). Separately for each subject,
we realigned all functional images by using the first scan of the first session as a reference. Then, we spatially coregistered the T1 anatomical image to the mean image of the functional scans and normalized our subjects' mean anatomical images to the SPM T1 template in MNI space (Montreal Neurological Institute). The resulting normalization parameters were also applied to all functional images for spatial normalization. Finally, all functional images were smoothed by using a Gaussian filter (6 x 6 x 8 mm   3 full-width at half-maximum) and high-pass filtered (cutoff period: 100 ms).
First-level analysis
In the subject-level fMRI analysis we first specified a GLM for the M2ST with eight conditions (2 tasks x 2 response modalities x 2 loads) and three trial epochs each (cue+mask, delay, response), which were modeled as separate boxcar regressors (of corresponding epoch length), which were convolved with the canonical haemodynamic response function in SPM. Fixation epochs weren't modeled explicitly and served in the model as an implicit baseline. In the control condition load served as a regressor of no interest in the cue+mask and in the delay epoch (defined as the number of symmetry test items visible in the response phase). Accordingly, for these two trial epochs the factor load was not considered in any of our analyses that would include the CT. Head motion estimates that were assessed during realignment were included in the model as six independent regressors (three regressors for head rotation and translation, each).
Group-level analysis
Group-level activity maps were plotted on the basis of a 2 nd level random-effects analysis from the first level statistical parametric maps of activity related to the delay regressors in the CT and the M2ST (M2ST>CT). We thresholded statistical parametric maps at p<0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons, to ensure that our exploratory analysis of the whole brain does not omit any substantial activity during the delay phase. The resulting parametric maps were then overlayed on the standard MNI T1 template image as provided by SPM8 in order to anatomically define the regions of activity. Note that we used these maps only for visualization and aiding in selecting group-based coordinates for subsequent ROI selection in some individual subjects. 
ROI analysis
We focused the analyses on comparing activity in cortical areas involved in our working memory task. For the analysis of signal amplitudes, we selected areas in each individual subject, namely those that showed a statistically significant increase in BOLD intensity during the delay phase of working memory trials (as compared to control trials). We applied a statistical significance threshold of p<0.05, corrected for family-wise error. The maps were then overlaid on each subject's T1 images, thus allowing precise assessment of the anatomical location of WM-related activation. Whenever this threshold did not yield any clusters of activation in a given subject in this full-brain analysis, we instead applied a small-volume correction centering on the coordinates of planning and spatial memory regions as were described by our group analyses (see Table S1 ). Small-volume correction was performed for a radius of 20mm around the respective ROI coordinates (p<0.05, FWE-corrected within this volume sphere). In one of the subjects, where the small-volume correction did not yield any significant clusters of activity, we used a t contrast comparing delay-related M2ST-activity against the implicit baseline (p<0.05, FWE-corrected). As we did not differentiate between the "response modality" at this stage of functional ROI definition (i.e. the activity maps were calculated for all conditions, pooled across both response modalities), our approach ensured that our ROI selection was not biased in favor of our hypothesis [32] .
The ROIs were defined by the location of their corresponding local maxima of t values within major spatial clusters of working memory related BOLD activity. In particular, these were: left and right superior parietal lobule (SPL), left and right dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), left and right ventral premotor cortex (PMv), and left and right anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS). To complete our ROI set and allow observing any task-unspecific effector preparation we included anatomically defined functional representations of hand and vocal organs in the left primary motor cortex (labeled as M1h and M1m, respectively) [33, 34, 35] . Table 1 The table shows the results of our 2x2 repeated measures ANOVAs with the factors "Response Modality" (manual vs. verbal) and "Task" (match-to-sample task vs. control task), which was calculated across delay-related betas extracted from each ROI in each individual. control cue (in CT), the memory delay began. After the delay, a test set appeared, defining subjects motor response. In the M2ST subjects were asked to determine whether the presented test set matched the earlier memory set. In the CT subjects were asked to indicate whether or not the test set pattern was symmetric. A green "go" cue instructed the onset of the response period, in which subjects had to provide their answers in the correct response modality (manual or verbal). Please note that the visual mask screens were removed from the timeline for clarity. See text for further details. Additional statistical information from a corresponding 2x2 repeated measures ANOVAs with the factors "Response Modality" (MOD: manual vs. verbal) and "Task" (match-tosample task vs. control task) is provided (for details, please refer to RESULTS). Significant signal differences between "verbal" and "manual" trials in M2ST as compared to CT (i.e. a significant interaction [INT] ) were present in bilateral aIPS. This influence of response modality on maintenance-related brain activity was characterized by higher fMRI signal amplitudes in the M2ST whenever a hand response was prepared. 
